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Some Computer Security Paper

Really Good Computer Science Department
Really Good School

Really 
famous 
authors



To: authors@cs.ux.edu

Cool paper! Can you send 
me the system so I can 
break it?!



Technical 
Report

Conference 
Paper

PhD 
Thesis

. . . . 
type operator =  
     | A 
     | B of operand * value * binop 
     | C of operand * value * operand * binop 
     | D of operand * value * operand * binop 
     | E of operand * operand 

. . . .

Reimplement!

f: never used! 
g: not defined! 
h: makes no sense!

My version of 
their software! 



I … have few recollections 
of the work. I [looked at 
the] tech report, and it 
was … like seeing a new 
paper for the first time.

3rd

1) Why is f unused?
2) Define g, please!
3) Explain h, please!

To: authors@cs.ux.edu



To: PI,DC@cs.ux.edu

I … request under the 
OPEN RECORDS ACT … ALL 
RESEARCH ARTIFACTS …

PI DC



From: legal@cs.ux.edu

… to the extent such records 
may exist, they will not be 
produced pursuant to ORA.

§



PhD 
Thesis

You 
can’t find it? 

Seriously? 



Pursuant to ORA, I 
request copies of all 
electronic mail…

… we estimate a total 
cost of $2,263.66 to 
search for, retrieve, 
redact and produce such 
records.

§



We will also make our data 
and software available to 

the research community       
when appropriate.

Grant application
#: xxxxxxxx



Consequences
By not sharing their artifacts, and by 
(perhaps unintentionally) leaving holes 
in their publications, the authors have 
effectively guaranteed that their claims 
can never be refuted.



1st Law of Artifact Sharing 

The probability of getting code 

out of someone is inversely 

proportional to the outrageousness 

of the claims in the paper. 



The  
Deception 

Study



Has artifacts?

1. Article?
2. Web?
3. Email?

them?

Do they 
“work”?

601 Research 
Papers

Authors make the artifacts used to create the 
results in their article available, and they build.

Weakly Repeatable



601

NC
63

HW
30

508

Article
85

Web
54

EMyes

87

EX
106

226

OK30

130
OK>30

64
OKAuth

23

Fails
9

176

EMno

146
EM;

30



The good news … I was 
able to find some code. I 
am just hoping that it … 
matches the implementation 
we … used for the paper.

Versioning



The code was never 
intended to be released 
so is not in any shape 
for general use.

No Intention to Share



[Our] prototype … included 
many moving pieces that 
only [student] knew how to 
operate … he left.

Personnel Issues



… the server in which my 
implementation was 
stored had a disk crash 
… three disks crashed …
Sorry for that. 

Lost Code



[Our system] continues 
to become more complex 
as more PhD students add 
more pieces to it.

… when we attempted to 
share it, we [spent] more 
time getting outsiders up 
to speed than on our own 
research.

[Therefore] we will not 
provide the software 
outside the group.

Academic Tradeoffs



… we can't share what 
did for this paper. … 
this is not in the 
academic tradition, but 
this is a hazard in an 
industrial lab.

Industrial Lab Tradeoffs



Obsolete SW/HW

… we have no plans to 
make the scheduler's 
source code publicly 
available. … because 
[ancient OS] as such 
does not exist anymore 



 … we have an agreement 
with the [business], and 
we cannot release the 
code because of the 
potential privacy risks 
…

Privacy/Security



Sharing  
Proposals 

1.Artifact Evaluation 
2.Artifact Repositories 
3.Funding Agency Audits 
4.Sharing Specifications



Artifact evaluation is open only to  
accepted papers. This is intentional:  
it ensures that the Artifact Evaluation 
Committee cannot influence whether 

or not a paper is accepted.

Artifact Evaluation

60 accepted papers 
27 (45%) met or exceeded expectations



Artifact Repositories

Environment 
Benchmarks 

System } Virtual 
Machine

If you build it, they 
still won’t come… 



Funding Agency Audits

Agencies should conduct 
random audits to ensure that 
research artifacts are shared 
in accordance with what was 
promised in the grant 
application



Sharing Specifications

Publishers should require articles to contain 
a sharing contract specifying the level of 
repeatability to which its authors will commit

Clarify which 
research 
artifacts will be 
available

Provided both in 
submission 
final paper

Title 

Introduction 

…………… 
…………… 
…………… 
…………… 
…………… 
…………… 

Abstract 

…………… 
…………… 
…….……. 
…….……. 
Keywords 

…….…….

Copyright 

…………… 
…………… 

Sharing 

…………… 
…………… 



Sharing 
Proposals 

5. Artifact Indexing  
FindResearch.org



1. Motivating researchers to share 
2. Directory of research artifacts 
3. Trending data for funding agencies 
4. Data for repeatability research

Public Sharing 
web site

Will you share?

Congrats on
your new paper!

Longitudinal 
Study

Sure! Nope!

100 conferences, 
1000s of authors, 
10,000s of papers, 
over 5 years! 

Community 
discussion!

Sharing, 
license, 
URL, 
contact, 
funding…



79 conferences 

8721 articles 

20,675 unique authors  

28,097 survey emails sent



Verified articles: 813 (9%)  

Articles with shared 

artifacts: 521 (6%) 

Unable to share: 108



This is a great project - 
keep up the good work, 
folks!



We’d like to help by 
providing the information 
you need for our 
conference!



To the University of Arizona 
Institutional Review Board: 
Revoke their IRB permission!
Their deception study was 
bad - I don’t trust them!

The authors have not 
verified information 

They’re violating my 
privacy!

I think they might be 
spying on my computer! 



How to Share?
What to Share? 
How to Package? 
Where to Host?



Your colleagues may need access to an artifact for 
many different reasons: 

They may want to read the source code to better 
understand your paper.  
They may want to rerun the experiments you present 
in your paper to ensure you got things right.  
They may want to build upon and extend your work.  
They may want to compare your results to their own.  
They may want to run different experiments on your 
code, or run the same experiments you ran but on 
different data sets.



To ensure repeatability provide all the

sources  
makefiles  
external libraries 
instructions for proof assistants  
data sets 
installation instructions 
scripts to run experiments

that went into producing the results 
reported on in the final, published, paper.  



To ensure longevity, future-proof by 
including all libraries.

Will apt-get abclib/1.2.3 work in 5 years?



To ensure identical binaries are built, 
precisely document software you can’t 
include: 

Name: abclib 
Version: 1.2.3 
Location: http://abclib.org  

Beware of overloaded package names!



To ensure a clear mapping between 
paper and artifact, provide  

A permanent package (zip-file, virtual 
machine, container), or 
A "tagged" version of a public repository



2nd Law of Artifact Sharing 

If you can’t find which artifact goes 

with the final published version of 

a paper, if you don’t have every 

single bit of that artifact, if you 

don’t know the exact environment 

in which experiments were run, you 

ain’t got nothing. 



To ensure availability, host on github, 
amazon, azure, … 

18 verified papers with 

shared artifacts appear 

to have broken links 

(3%)



To ensure colleagues 
can ask questions use 
permanent email 
addresses 

2,591 emails bounced (9%) 

5440 authors without an 

email address (21%) 

854 articles without any 

email addresses (13%)

Some Computer Security Paper

Really Good Computer Science Department
Really Good School



Pushback



My code is on github, what 
more do you want???

Sharing≠Repeatability



It’s impossibly hard to 
make a perfect package to 
share, so why bother?

The perfect is the 
enemy of the good



If you force sharing for 
publication, industrial labs 
can’t publish, so let’s make 
sharing optional.

Optional sharing



I really don’t have time  
for this - I need to 
publish the next paper
ensure my students get jobs 
submit the next grant

The Dean can’t read 
but the Dean can count



3rd Law of Artifact Sharing 

The root of the scientific reproducibility 
problem is sociological, not 
technological: we do not produce solid 
artifacts or attempt to replicate the 
work of our peers because there is little 
professional glory to be gained from 
doing so.



Nobody will look at it and you will 
have wasted your time.  

Publishing code is a  
rather thankless task

Anyone who looks at it will see 
that it perfectly matches the 
paper's specification (except for 
being MUCH harder to read) and 
won't have learned anything.

Someone will try to use it, run into 
some kind of trouble, and bother you 
with annoying questions. 

Someone will catch some trivial bug, 
approximation, or limitation and use 
it to cast doubt on your results.

Some professor will convince a naive 
first-year student to use your code as 
a starting point for their experiments 
and you will have contributed to that 
poor student's misery and anguish.



Still, it’s in the best 
traditions of science to 
give our colleagues all 
the ammunition they need 
to falsify our results. 
Thus, science⇔sharing.

On the Importance of 
being Transparent



Questions?


